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COLLEGIATE EDITORS ARRIVE IN COLUMBIA NEXT WEEK

Carolina, Chicora, and Carolina Are Hosts To Convention

WILL BEGIN WEDNESDAY

Program Includes Banquet and Admittance to the Carolina and P. C. Game

Practically every college publication in the state will be represented at the College Press Association which meets in Columbia the 19th and 20th of this month with the University, Chicora and Carolina colleges as the hosts. A varied program has been arranged, including admission to the Carolina-P. C. football game.

Thursday morning, the first regular meeting of the convention will be held at Flinn Hall given by the Columbia Philharm. All 60 of the delegates will be present.

Meeting begins with an executive session, to be followed by a general session of delegates.

Friday morning, a canvassing session, with the following speakers: Secretary of the Executive Committee, President of the convention, one of the Carolina-P. C. presidents, the University's Dean of Men, the President of the University, and the President of the convention.

Tuesday afternoon, a session will be held on the question of the separate existence of the Carolina-P. C. and the state division of the association, with the conclusion being the election of a representative to the University of the South Carolina-P. C. to complete the convention.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

P. HORTON CULCOCK

FORMER PROFESSOR DIES AT HOSPITAL

The announcement of the death of P. Horton Culcock, for 21 years professor of mathematics at the University, died at his home on Monday night after a short illness. He was 60 years old.

Mr. Culcock was with the University from 1894-1915, and was succeeded by Bruce Coleman.

POLICER SPEAKS FOR EXERCISES ARMISTICE DAY

PROPOSES WORLD COURTS

Dean Baker Out at Part Played By Carolina Men in World War

"Armistice day is dedicated to the men who gave their lives for their country," said Isadore Polier, Chapel speaker Wednesday morning. "But it should also be set apart as a day when men shall think of a means of preventing future wars, for there is need for heroes of peace as well as heroes in battle.

Polier centered his talk upon the World Court question. He explained its possibilities and showed its defects. World War II was almost at being the cause of the need on the question of something to head off future events of future wars more wise.

Speaking as a student he appealed to the people to interest themselves in international affairs. In conclusion, the Polier challenged college men and women to be "men and women enough to make up the challenge." R. G. Bell conducted the exercises and introduced Polier. The exercises were completed by a talk by Dean Baker on the part that the University students played in the World War. The program was opened with a bell-ringing of "The Star Spangled Banner" and closed with "We Shall Overcome." On the morning of the day that all the people of the world are asked to be patriotic, it was a timely and pleasant in their lives, and in their deaths, they were not divided.

"The parade is proud of her four hundred and thirty-one sons, living and dead, and seeks in this place to honor their memories. "By their suffering, and sacrifice for the preservation of civiliza- tion they have justified their labors and covered with lasting glory. "She will remember them to succeeding generations of her children.

-- U.C.C.

ENGINEERS FIND JOBS DURING HOT MONTHS

J. P. Caldwell and J. P. Crampell Have Found Work with Southern Construction Companies

Students in the Engineering School have been busy during the summer on various engineering projects both in and out. J. P. Caldwell of Winnsboro, worked all summer for Lockwood Engineering Company as secretary and estimator for the Broad River Power company. He is now with the University as an instructor in mechanical and topographic mapping.

J. P. Crampell also worked during the summer in the engineering department, spent the summer with Ryerson and Sons Company, who have been constructing the sewer system in New Brookland.

--U.C.C.

SULLIVAN: "Why did youelope in an air ship?"

"Because father can't fly too."

ORCHESTRA BOOKING MADE FOR CHRISTMAS SEASON

DEBATE COUNCIL ANNOUNCES 1926 SPEAKING YEAR

F. HORTON CULCOCK

FORMER PROFESSOR DIES AT HOSPITAL

FIRST TRIANGLE SETTLED

PRELIMINARY IN JANUARY--RED DAY DEBATE AND KEITH ORATORICAL DIVING DECEMBER

Contracts for the annual Tennessee-Florida-Carolina triangle debate have been signed by Isadore Polier, secretary of the Debating Council. Since the other committees have already made big arrangements, local preparations have been completed.

This year both affirmative and negative teams will make trips. It will be announced later where the teams will go. The finals will be held on the night of the last week of January, and the semi-finals for both teams will be held on the same nights, probably the first week in January. That week's speech will carry the definite date.

Negotiations are going on at present for the Georgia-Virginia-Carolina, and Carolina-Citadel-P. C. triangles to be held in the latitude. Information from the University of North Carolina indicates that the year-old triangles with William and Mary College as the third party will be divided. The North Carolina proposition debating at Columbia during their Southern tour.

Proposals from Pittsburgh, Louisiana, and Arkansas are being considered. These schools are also scouting teams on a visit here.

The 1926-27 speaking season will open during December with the Kent State debate. Mr. R. R. Fortney has been asked for the speaking assignment. Dates for these debates will be set at the Council meeting Monday.

-- U.S.C.

UNIVERSITY GRADUATE WRITES MRS. MADDEN

EXPRESSIONS THANKS FOR THE KIND TREATMENT AT INFIRMARY--NOW AT NORTHERN SCHOOL

To the unwitting, an infirmary or a hospital is a place to stay away from at any price--a place where stern faced attendants and doctors always make one take a pill that resembles a balsam on ice or a nurse, who to the ordinary sick man, looks like the modern medicinist that tastes worse than a witch's brew.

It's not that way at the University infirmary however--it's more like home and Mrs. Madden will not act as a mother combined.

Probably someone will wonder if the writer intends floating boards for a new hospital or something like that, but that's not the case. The statements about Mrs. Madden and the infirmary are true. She is teaching and taking graduate work in a college this fall and taking the second year of a course at the University. Madden the other day and told her how appreciated the kind treatment that he and she received at the infirmary.

-- U.S.C.

Here lies Gramma, her head on a stone,

Who wore red flannel in the tow head.

BROADCASTS AT ATLANTA

May Go Ahead During Summer--Prospect of Faunder and Recording Shows

Work in the Carolina orchestra has taken a decided rise in the past week. Manager Tom Stem has received a letter from the New Hope School-South Carolina Company offering bookings for the weekend. He announced that he has two jobs lined up for them and can fill the balance of the schedule.

Besides the offer of the Christmas bookings, Specky proposes a European season for the South Carolina boys. To the radios and phonographs may bear the Carolina version of the Christmas record. It is proposed that Specky is one of the leaders in the field of dance music, and its proposals sound encouraging.

It is hoped by one of the leading radio dealers in Atlanta.

"LISTENERS-IN" on the air will find the Carolina orchestra playing a part of the Carolina rag. It will be heard in the program of the Thanksgiving Day broadcast.

"ORNAMENTAL" was another representation of the recognition of the Gammocks. Tomorrow night at 10 o'clock the New Hope School, selected one of the dance music from station WPI, Columbia. This morning it was announced that a close of a successful season at Kanu's Lake, Hendersonville, North Carolina, was the benefit of the leading radio dealers in Atlanta.

- U.S.C.-

CAROLINA TO BE REPRESENTED IN PLAY YOU AND I

PROF JACKSON HAS PART

Was Written By One of Dr. George P. Baker's Pupils in Harvard "47" Workshop

The University of South Carolina is again well represented in the cast of "You and I," a play which will be produced in the University Theatre this fall. Director Reed has this time, as head of the "You and I" School, selected one of his characters from the Mathematics Department. Professor Irene Jackson is playing the part of a successful business woman. Professor Jackson will starring in the action in the University Theatre on November 15th before and know that he is in a capable line.

Miss Kathryn Powell, a University student, is in the role of a very casual character in the University Theatre. She is to be seen on the master of the house because of her cooking ability.

All the players in "You and I" are stars and it should be more interesting students in College and University circles. The players are the stars of the drama, because of the fact that someone has another line of the song. George Pierce Baker's pupils in his Harvard "47" Workshop, who played the first of its long play to be broadcast.

Ed colored circles are further represented by Mr. A. C. Flick, Superintendent of Columbia High School, and President of the State Society, who plays an important role in the play. "You and I" will be run on at the Town Theatre November 23, 24, and 25.